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Scorpio Rising - movie review
By Kenn Hartmann

Could there be a more disturbing biker
flick than the 1964 release of Scorpio
Rising? Come on, you say, by today's stan-
dards how could anything from the sixties
be disturbing? For a film barely thirty min-
utes long without any dialogue, how could it
be? Could it? Well, pray tell let's see. At the
California premier, the Nazi party protested
the film's use of their cherished Nazi flag,
attracting Vice Agents to arrest the theater
manager on obscenity charges. The film got
confiscated, even banned, the Lutheran church sued the filmmaker for unauthorized
images from their educational film Christ's Last Journey to Jerusalem, with many solid
citizens upset a few biker cocks got exposed on the silver screen and to everyone's hor-
ror, in the movie the main character, Scorpio leaps onto a church altar, kicks Bibles
recklessly into the dark abyss with his boots, pisses into his helmet and mouths a meth-
inspired tirade, as he swings to and fro on a mighty church chandelier hoping to bring it
crashing down while images of Christ with disciples and Hitler with storm troopers
intermingle with the music of Little Peggy March singing "I Will Follow Him." Oh yes,
and somebody actually, really physically dies on screen.

The film has no actors per se; it's a quasi-documentary about some motorcycle buffs
who gather Saturday nights
beneath the Cyclone
Rollercoaster at Coney Island
circa early sixties - Indian Larry
would have hung with them and
perhaps did and definitely inherit-
ed some of their bike custom
ethos. Nora Sayre (according to
Wikipedia) in a 1975 New York
Times movie review referred to
the film's "juxtaposition of Christ
and the hipsters" as being quaint
in a 50's sort of way, but authen-
tic upon closer inspection. Writer
Mike Seate, in his quintessential

biker movie book "Two Wheels on Two Reels" seemed as confused as I was on first viewing. He referred to it as director
Kenneth Anger's "homoerotic tribute to S&M bars and a rather fetishistic view of motorcycling…one of the strangest to reach
the screen." Director Martin Scorsese admits to being inspired and entranced by the film and provides some liner notes on the
current DVD release. Scorsese said, "the way Kenneth Anger used music in that film, in such perfectly magical harmony, it
opened my thinking about the role music could play in movies."

It's actually the music that makes this film so disturbing. It's not "biker
music" like Steppenwolf or Jackyl or Tim Timebomb. Not even Kid Rock
or Hank 3. It's Ricky Nelson singing "Fools Rush In" and the Angels sign-
ing "My Boyfriends Back." It's Bobby Vinton, Elvis Presley and Ray
Charles. It's the Crystals "He's a Rebel." It's the Surfaris doing "Wipeout"
and the Shangri-Las doing "Leader of the Pack." And as I said, there's no
dialogue; it's like an old-time silent movie with 50's pop rock soundtrack.
But up on the screen, Holy Shit, just what's going on? Luckily, the direc-
tor, Kenneth Anger, one of the first openly gay filmmakers in Hollywood,

does a voice-over on the DVD and it's brilliant. All the controversial Nazi images are explained, the disturbing Christ
serendipity is quite humorous, the fetishistic S&M scene is as the director says, "actually not as queer as it looks." The
actual death that occurs on camera is explained away, it just happened that way, "it wasn't like I tripped him."

I know a lot of readers will undoubtedly say that Easy Rider introduced rock and roll sound track to movies. Not so, it
was Scorpio Rising. Many readers will ask what about the Heavenly Blues (played by Peter Fonda) rap in The Wild
Angels where Blues laments "To be free, to ride our machines without being hassled by the man. And, to get loaded."
That pales in comparison to Scorpio, whose real name may or may not have been Bruce Byron, (his hero was James
Byron Dean) who snorts from a vile of meth-amphetamine which was purloined from a factory in New Jersey, tucks a
pistol into his jacket, tears up one of a hundred traffic tickets he finds on his motorcycle, heads over to the biker party
and ends up swinging from the church chandeliers. This isn't scripted. Mike Seate in his book got it wrong when he said
straight bikers wandering in expecting to see a righteous biker flick about "screwing on the throttle and hanging with the
bros" would have been confused. This is exactly what this flick is about. Plus, about the only biker flick that predates
(by about ten years) Scorpio Rising is The Wild One, and that movie happened to be playing on TV in the background
while Scorpio reads the funny papers in his bedroom and snorts meth. This was the same year Elvis played a biker trou-
badour in Roustabout on a Honda 350 Superhawk. The machines in Scorpio Rising are way f'n cooler to this very day.

Most of these bikers worked at the Fulton Fish Market by day and put all their time and money into their bikes at
night, bikes the director calls "Frankenstein Monster American mechanical folk-art." You know that Indian Larry hung
out at Coney Island. It's the lineage. This is a must-see but not for the feint of heart.
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